Achieving strategies to finely regulate with biological inputs the formation and functionality of DNA-based nanoarchitectures and nanomachines is essential towards a full realization of the potential of DNA nanotechnology. We demonstrated an unprecedented, rational approach to achieve control, through a simple change of the solution's pH, over an important class of DNA based reactions. To do so we took advantage of the pH-dependence of parallel Hoogsteen interactions. More specifically, we designed two strategies, for which DNA-strand displacement is activated either at basic pHs (strategy #1) or at acidic/neutral pHs (strategy #2) [1] . Triplex formation in both the strategies allows to rationally control the displacement process by simply changing the solution's pH. For example, for strategy#1, at pH 8 (a pH at which triplex formation is unfavoured), strand displacement proceeds with a fast kinetic upon invading strand (IS) addition. At pH 5, which is acidic enough for the clamp-like strand to form a triplex inactive complex, the addition of the IS does not result in any significant signal change, suggesting that no displacement occurs (Figure) . In the second strategy developed, pH-dependent triplex formation triggers strand displacement. At pH 8, the addition of the IS does not result in any significant fluorescence signal increase. In contrast, at pH 7, the addition of the IS successfully leads to the strand displacement reaction. In this H + -activated strategy, a pH change of just one unit is sufficient to activate/inhibit the strand displacement process. The possibility to activate/inhibit the toehold-exchange DNA strand displacement process trough a simple change of the solution's pH appears particularly interesting for several reasons. For example, our approach would permit in principle to regulate DNA-based origami formation or DNA-based nanodevices' activity exclusively through pH changes. In addition, since pH dysregulation is often associated with different diseases [2] , it could be useful to activate the functionality of drug-releasing DNA-based nanomachines only at specific pH values. 
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